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SUMMARY OP PROGRESS

ode have been studying the vibrational spectra from 4000 to 33 cm -1 of

-	 several molecules which may be present in the atmosphere of the Jovian planets

or exist in outer space. These studies have been made to provide vibrational

frequencies which can be used to: (1) determine the composition of the cloud

covers of several of the planets, (2) provide structural information under

favorable circumstances, (3) provide necessary data from which accurate thermo--

dynamic data can be calculated, and (4) furnish information as to the nature

of the potential energy function of the molecules and forces acting within them.

Some of the molecules which we have studied can be produced photo-

chemically from methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide which are thought to be

constituents of the planets with reducing atmospheres. Some of the compounds

will polymerize under ultraviolet radiation and drop out of the atmospheres.

However, planets with a hot base, like that of Jupiter, may rebuild molecules

destroyed phatochemically. Therefore, we have used these criteria in selecting

the compounds which we have studied.

Gerald P. Kuiperl has pointed out that the Jovian atmosphere is expected

to contain H2 , He, ^l 2 , H 2O, ^lH B , CH B , Ar and possibly SiH 4 . He has also listed

a number of other gases that should be considered because t;^ey are composed of

fairly abundant atomic species and have boiling points below 120°C (see

Table 8, pg. 349-350 of reference l). He has also pointed out that until more

is known about the atmospheres of the planets, it is useful to keep a fairly

large number of possible constituents in mind in planning further spectroscopic
k

work.
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In our initial work an the vibrational spectra of molecules of astrophysical

interest, we studied hydrazine, Z methylamine, 0 as well as several substituted

hydrazines. 4^ 8 Recently bath ethane and acetylene have been found in the atmos-

phe^re of dupiter. g It is expected that substituted ethanes will also be eventually

-	 found in some of the planetary atmospheres. In fact, ethanol has been found in

the Sagittarius B72 cloud of dust and gas which is near the center of the Milky

Way. 10 In addition, molecules s ►ach as acetaldehyde (CH 3CH0}, methanol (CH30H),

dimetltylether (CH3 ) 20, formic acid {HCOOH), have been identified in outer space.

As a continuation of our earlier studies an the low frequency torsional motions

of dimethyietheril we have recorded the high resolution microwave spectra of this

molecule along with the two isotopic derivatives, CH 30CD0 and (C0 0 ) Z O and

reported this study in the last progress report. We have ^^ow completed the

relatively high resolution far infrared study alnng with a study of the law

frequency Raman spectra of the gas.

5evera7 years ago the gas phase far infrared spectra of molecules of the

type (CH 3 ) 2K and (CD 3 ) zX were published. Same of these spectra showed a very

complex pattern in the region where the methyl torsional transitions are

expected. Tuazon and Fate]ey l ^ reported in 1971 the far infrared spectrum of

CD30CH3 along with the already measured species (CH 3 )^0 and (O p3 }^0. The

spectrum of this compound is similarly complex. These authors took the most

likely band in the spectra to obtain an estimate of the barrier height, but

detailed interpretation of the complex features were not presented. To our

'	 knowledge, only one Raman spectrum of gaseous Cf1 30CN3 has been reported. In

7857, Taylor and Vidaie73 reported two Raman bands at 480 and 450 cm -i as

overtones of bath torsional modes.

In order to get better barrier information on these isotopic species of

dimethylether and eventually to explain the complicated structure of their

.	 .
^,	 --	 -
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far infrared spectra, the Raman spectra of these isotopes were measured in the

gas phase on a Cary Made1 $2 instrument with a Spectra Physics 171 arson ion

laser. For the same purpose, the far infrared spectra were remeasur2d with

-	 0.5 cm-1 resolution with a Digilab FT5 156 interferometer. In Figure 1 are

shown the far infrared spectrum of the normal isotope. The band at 240 cm -1 is

clearly asymmetric, and the band at 223 cm -1 is split into at least three com-

ponents at 223.2, 224.$ and 226.0 cm^ 1 . Minor bands occur around 200 cm -1 . The

240 cm
-1
 band has been inteY^preted previously as the 0-^7 transition of the

infrared active torsion. But the 223 cm
-1
 band is not the 1-^2 transition of

the same mode, as one might believe. If this were the case, the overtone band

should occur at 463 cm 1 . The Raman spectrum in Figure 2 clearly shows that

there is no band at this frequency. There are bands at 4$0 and 450 cm -1 , as

previously reported, in addition to the bending mode at 412 cm -1 . Knowing the

far infrared spectrum, the 480 cm
-1
 band may really be interpreted as the aver-

tone of the infrared active torsion, assuming that the 240 cm-1 band ronsists

of at least two torsional transitions. The infrared inactive made was estimated

by Fateley and ^il1er 14 and several normal coordinate calculations to be at about

.	 200 cm-1 . Therefore, the 395 cm -1 band could we11 be the overtone of this

torsion. A11 ^'.aman bands are strongly polarized. In the torsional region, only

a very broad, very weak i^aman signal with no structure was observed.

In order to check this preliminary assignment and to determine a better

potential function, a computer program has been developed. It solves the

eigenvalue problem of the internal Hamiltonian of any model with two internal
_,

=	 rotors of C3v symmetry {see Table I}. Since the models for dimethylether d0,

d 3 and d6 have higher symmetry than the most genepal model, some of the terms in

this operator vanish or have equal coefficients. The program is set up in the

direct product basis of two exponential basis sets and uses a diaganalizatian

.	 subroutine far complex }-lermitian matrices. It first solves the eigenvalue 	 -
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problems of the single top models (first and second line, respectively) and

transforms the matrices of the operators P i , cos 32 i and sin 3T i into their

eigenbasis. Using direct product calculus, the Hamiltonian matrix is set up

for the coupled problem and diagonalized. A standard iteration routine allows

-	 the fitting of observed transition frequencies and determination of the potential

coefficients, It further calculates the squares of the matrix elements of

cos 3T i and sin 3T i and weights them with the 8oltzman population factor. These

numbers are used to iden^:ify the energy levels with respect to the symmetry of

the two top model and to obtain rough estimates of relative intensities of the

transitions. With this program, the fit in Table II was obtained. I^t looks

quite reasonable. However, it does not explain the weak Raman band at 363 cm-1.

Another weak Raman band at 381 cm rl may eventually be interpreted as aline

belonging to a different torsional substate of the 385 cm_
1
 band, although the

calculated splitting is not larger than 2 cm^ 1 . Another point which is not

quite satisfactory is the fact that the intensity ratio of the 45D and 48D cm^l

bands is about 1:2, the calculated ratio, however, is about 1:10. For the

present, this fit seems to be the best we can find and the corresponding

potential coefficients are given in the lower half of Table II. For comparison,

the results of a recent microwave investigation of ground state and two

torsionally excited states splittings are given. Instead of using 11 3D = V03,

V33 and V3 3 to define the potential function, an identical function may be

written as

2V = V 30 (i--c3 -rD ) (1-c3^ 1 ) + Ve ff (1--c3TDc3T 1 ) ^- V3 3s3^rDs3ti 1 .

The coefficients in this equation have lower dispersions and are much less

.	 correlated to each other. They are also given in Table II.

In Figure 3 is shown the far infrared spectrum of CD 3DCH3 . Due to the

higher resolution, it shows a lot more features than the previously published

spectrum. iVote the band series at 162.D, 154.5, 145.2 and 133,2 cm -1 . They
i
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may be assigned to the 0 -^ 1 , 1 } 2, 2 + 3 and 3 } 4 transi t i ons of the CD3

torsional mode. In the region of the'"light" methyl torsion, the interpretation

is not straightforward. The main features are at 224.0, 222.0, 218.2, 210.7

and 204.9 cm 
1, 

all but the first two are rather broad and probably consisting

of more than one torsional transition. The Raman spectrum, shown in Figure 4

is similarl y complex in the overtone region. The bending mode at 373 cm -1 is

relatively weak compared with the light isotope. Bands of similar intensities

appear at 384 and 380 cm Jl , the farmer being assigned to the lowest combination

transition of both torsions. The weak band at 316.5 cm -1 is assigned as the 0-^2

transition of the CD 3 torsion, since its frequency is the sum pf 162.0 and

154.5 cm^ l which corresponds to two infrared transitions. The 442 cm^ 1 band

is the sum o^ 224 and 218 cm rl ; therefore, this band is assigned to the 0-^2

transition of the light methyl torsion. 4Je suspect Fermi resonance type inter-

actions to be responsible for the particular intensity pattern in the 380 cm_1

region, although a good frequency fit could be obtained without this

assumption. The results of the fit are represented in Table III. This fit again

is reasonable, although it does not explain everything, for instance, the infrared

absorption at 210 cm-1 . Again, the potential function can be expressed by

different coefficients. One choice is to use V s' Vd and Vseff 
in the form

2V = Vs (1 Wc3T0 ) (1- c3^r 1 ) ^ Vd(cos3^2-c3^r1 } ^ Vsefftl -c3T Oc3-r 1 ) ^- V^ 3s3TOs3i l ,

The coefficients are also given in this Table III, the correlations are weaker

than in the original set and they are better determined.

The Raman spectrum of CD 30CD 3 in Figure 5 shows, besides the bending mode,

at least 15 different polarized lines. At present, no interpretation can be

given since the analysis has not been completed yet.

The agreement between the potential coefficients of different isotopes is

not very exciting. Similarly, there are certain discrepancies with the results

of the microwave splittings analysis. Several reasons may be responsible for

'IP
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these facts. The present assignment ma.y not be correct since, as already

pointed aut, several features of the spectra can not be explained, although

we tried quite a number of possiblities. The microwave analysis was performed

using splittings in the ground state and two excited states. 41e think that

from this Information, at most, three and probably only two potential coefficients

can be determined. The torsional analysis, however, includes transitions

involving energy levels alriost to the top of the effective barrier, so that

the information about the higher pars of the potential surface should be

much better than in the microwave investigation. Despite these doubts, the

cos-cos coupling term is definitely a large number and it has definitely no

relation at all with the sin-sin coefficient which has been proposed in some

earlier work.



Table I

Mamilton^ian and Bastin ^ur^ctions

F{ = 2g^4 p0z -^ z{V 30 ( 1 -- cos3T Q ) ^- V 60 ( i-cos6r a ) ^-V6^sinb^e^}

^ 29^'p^^ ^' z{V03(7-cos3rj) ^- V^^{7-cosbr^) + V^ 6sinGT1 }

^^„ .,

^ g p0^1 ^ x{V
3 ^(cos3rQcos3^e^-i) ^- V3^sin3r^sin3r^

-^ V3 3si n3r^cos3T j + V33cos3r^si r^3^r^ }

{`^mn {rQ,r^ )} _ {^m (r^)} x {fin {'^^ )}

^^ (^r^) _ { 2^) z ex^ (i Qr^ )

CH 3QCH 3 ^ g44 = g55^ V30 ^ V^ 3 ; V60 
= v06

CD3oc^3 J	
Vsa 

= V^6 
= V33 = 

v33 = o

_	 ^	 _	 ..	 ^,^
C^ 30C1^^	 V^^ - Va6 -- V33 -- V^ 3 = 0

l

S
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Fit of Torsional Frequencies for CFE30GFf3

g44 = g55 = 73.5644 cm
-7

g45 = -2.7381 cm
-1

_^

Transition Obs{cm-7 ) Ca7c{cm-7 ) Obs--Galc Transition	 Obs{cm-7 ) Ca7c{cm 7 ) Obs^Calc

7 ^ 3 241.0 2'3.8 -2.8 7^-6	 487.3 484.2 -2.9

3 -^ 6 239.9 240.4 -0.5 2 -^.9	 450.2 446.9 3.3	 ^ _.

2 -^ 5 223.2 222.7 0.5 1 -^ 4	 395.5 397.3 --7 .8

5 -^ 9 226.0 224.2 7.8 2 -^ 7	 385.2 383.8 7 .4

4^-8 200.7 799.7 1.0

5 } 9 224.8 223,4 7.4 ^ These transitions were not fitted.	 They are assigned	 --

4 ^ 8 799.0 798.7 0.9	 to different torsional substates.

Standard deviation of frequencies 2.57	 cm-7

Potential COeffi Ci entS {cm_
l

} a Microwave [lerived Potential	 COefflCientS h3icrowaveb

v30-V03 7132,91±37.52 909.05-0.25 Veff = V30--V33	 ^ 978.66-10.95 909.05±0.25

U33 27 4.25-_*47.09 0 (not varied )

V3 3 20.92 ^ 8.05 70.72±7.60

Y60=V06 ^^ 0{not varied) 0{not varied)

a Error limit =dispersion of parameter

b J. R. Ourig, Y. S. Li and P. Groner, accepted far pttb7ication {J. Mo7. Spectry).



Table III

Fit of Torsional Frequencies for CD30CH3

g44 = 13.0973 cm-1
	 g55 =

8.1$72 cm-1 g45 = -2.4764 cm-1

Transition Obs(cm-1 }	 Calc(cm 1 )	 Obs--Calc Transition	 Obs(cm-1 }	 Ca1c(cm-1}

i -^ 2 162.0	 161.8 0.2 1 -^ 3 224.0 225.9

2^4 754.5	 155.3 -0.8 3-^6 218.2 218.3

4 -^ 7 145.2	 145.6 -0.4 1 -^ 6 442.0 444.2

7 -^ 10 133.0	 131 .8 1 .2 3 -^ 11 435.0 433 , 6

1 -^ 4 316.5	 317.2 -0.7 2 -^ 5 222.0 221 .9

1 -^ 5 384.0	 383.7 0.3 5 -^ 9 204.9 202.2

2-^8 ?°0.0	 381.1 -1.1 6- 11	 215.8 sh 215.3

3-^9 361.5	 360.0 1.5 * not fitted

Standard deviation of frequencies 1.55 cm-1

Potential	 Coefficients (cm 1 ) a Microwaveb Derived potential Coefficients

V3Q 1313.52±30.31 910.^^5^-0.17 Vs	 -- z(V30^-V03 } 7285.9730.08

V03 1258.41±30.45 897.18±1.21
Vd	 2(V30-V03}	

27.55--4.24

V33 417.11-35.54 0(not varied}
Vseff - Vs -433	

86$.85.6.14

V33 34.22.7.99 0(not varied}
V30eff = V30-V33	

$96.41 ^ 6.99

V06=V60
0(not varied} 0(nvt varied}

V03eff r V03-V33	
841.30* 7.92

a error limit = dispersion of paraEneter

b J. K. Durig, Y. 5. ^.i and p . Groner, accepted -For publication (J. Mo7. 5pectry).

Obs-Calc

-1.9

-0.7

-2.2

1.4

D.l

2,7

0.5

Microwaveb

903. $i x-0.65

6.640.56

903.81±0.65

910.45±0.11

897.18*7.21
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Although this study is not yet complete, we should be able to provide a

complete manuscript by the next progress report time.

For several progress reports Lire have mentioned our work o.n methylchloro-

formate and anticipated that this work would soon be finished. We are pleased

to report that a manuscript has been submitted to the Journal of Molecular

Spectroscopy on this molecule.

The structure of methy1chlaroformate has been the subject of cons.iderabie

interest. Four dipole moment studies have been reported. l '
-18

 From two of

these l '' l ^ the results were interpreted in terms of a planar s-cis structure.

The data from the other dipole moment studies
l6,l8

 were interpreted in terms

of a planar s-trans structure.

Three analyses of the vibrational spectra have been reported.
lg-21

 These

analyses were all in terms of a molecular model of C s symmetry and were con-

sistent with an s-trans structure. An electron diffrac^:ion study of the

vapor of methylehlorofarmate was performed.^ 2 The data yielded only an s;

trans structure that was slightly non-planar urith the methyl group approxi-

mately 20° out of the plane of the other heavy atoms.

An investigation of the infrarea spectrum and of the proton i^^fR spectrum

of methy1chloroformate in solution was reported. 2^ The authors found evidence

for the coexistence of bath the s-cis and the s--trans conformations and in-

dicated that the 5-Cls was more stable. From a study comparing observed

and calculated 3'C1 nuclear quadrupole resonance frequencies the authors 2^	 ;^

concluded that the s^trans was the most likely stable structure in the solid. 	 ^

A microwave spectroscopic investigation 2S of natural abundance 
35 

C1 and

S^Ci isotopic species of methylchloroformate showed that the planar s-trans

molecular structure was most consistent with the data. 5mali amounts of a

second ratamer, however, could not be precluded.

'^

''.

-3

^1.	 '., .ùr'	 ^;
.'	 ,.	 ..
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Therefore, in an effort to clear up the ambiguities in the conformational

preferences of methylchloroformate and to provide more complete structural

data, the investigation of the microwave, Raman and far infrared spectra of

the vapor were undertaken. The results of this study can be summarized by the

abstract which follows of the paper that has been submitted for publication,

Abstract: The microwave spectra of six isotopic species of methylchloro-

formate, C1CO 2GD3 , have been recorded from i8.0 to 40.0 Gliz. Structural

parameters have been determined and it is shown that the only stable con-

former at ambient temperature is the s-trans. From the Stark effect, the

dipole moment components were determined to be ^^a^ = 1.7 ^ 0.2, ^^b^

1.0 ^- 0.2, and ^ut ^ = 2.0 ^ 0.2D. The Raman and far infrared spectra of

the vapor are reported. Four cases of Fermi resonance have been observed

in the Raman effect. Both the methyl and methoxy torsions have been ob-

served in the far infrared and the methyl barrier to internal rotation has

been determined to be 1.75 kcal/mole (1.19 kcal/mole for the CD 3 rotor)

which is lower than the 1.23 kcal/mole obtained from the microwave splitting

method. It is shown from both the i3C and 1 H NI^iR spectra that only one

conformer exists which is contrary to what was previously reported. The vibra-

tional spectrum of the solid is also reported and discussed.

For the complete paper, see appendix I of this report.
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In addition to our studies of carbonyl containing compounds, we have been 	 ^

pursuing investigations on the vibrational and rotational spectra of a number

of nitrogen and phosphorus containing compounds ^rhich are likely to be found in

the atmospheres of the Jovian planets. In earlier progress reports vre reported	 ^^

the vibrational spectra and structure of dimethylphosphine, ethyiphosphine and

isopropylphasphine. As a continuation of these studies, vre have investigated

the vibrational spectrum of tertiary-butylphosphine.

Vibrational spectroscopy has been shown to be a valuable tool in the

determination of intramolecular potential functions governing internal ratatian

about single bonds.
26,27

 This method has recently been extended to the study

of asymmetric taps rotating against a molecular frame, as opposed to the more

familiar symmetric tops such as -C1-i B and -5iH 3 . 2B If the molecular frame is

asymmetric as well, it is possible for there^ta be spectroscopically distinct

rotational isomers or conformers. Both ettylphosphine (CH 3CH2PH2 ) and isopropyi-

phosphine [(CH B ) 2 CHPll2 ] are examples of this type of system since the PH2

group constitutes an asymmetric internal rotor. The internal rotation barrier

for the PH2 top has been determined far both of these molecules.^ g ' 30 If,

however, the molecular frame is symmetric, as is the case in tertiary

butylphosphine, [(CH3 } B CPH2 ], only one conformation is passible and the potential

function governing internal rotation is considerably simplified, becoming three-

fold symmetric as in the case of methylphosphine (CH Bp H2 }. Thus, the determination

of this potential function for t-butylphosphine is u ;;atural extension of the

prior studies of ethyl- 2g and isapropylphosphine. 3g Also, it would be of

interest to determine the barriers to internal rotation of the methyl groups 	 _{

in this molecule, as part of continuing studies Bi ' B2 of the top-top interactions

in such "t^lree-top" molecules.

Finally, the assignment of the vibrational spectrum of t-butylphosphine

would finish the series of singly alkyl-substituted phosphines: methyl, ethyl

,.
^: ^I
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and isopropyl. Group frequencies determined for the PN 2 moiety from these

studies could be expected to apply to almost any hydrocarbon derivative. The

results of this study have been submitted for publication in the Journal of

Molecular Structure and can be summarized by the abstract of the paper (see

appendix ^^ for the complete paper},

ABSTRACT: The infrared spectra of gaseous and solid tertiary-butylphnsphine,

CECN 3 ) 3C PN2], have been recorded from 50 cm" 1 to 3500 cm-l . The Raman spectra

of gaseous, liquid and solid ECN 3 } 3CPH2 have been recorded from 10 to 3500 cm-l.

A vibrational assignment of the 42 normal modes has been made. A harmonic

approximation of the methyl torsional barrier from observed transitions in

the solid state gave a result of 4.22 kcal/mole and 3.31 kcal/mole in the

gaseous state. Not band transitions for the phasphino torsional mode have

been observed. The potential function for internal rotation about the C--P

bond has been calculated, The two potential constants were determined to be:

V3 ^ 2.79 . 0.01 kcal/mnle and V 6 = 0.0'+0.01 kcal/mole.
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FUTURE FORK

Studies are nearly complete on (Cf-1 3 ) 2f^Fi and the closely related si 7 one,

^GH 3 ) 2 f^SiH 3 . The papers are currently being written on both of these compounds.

f=or the dimethylamine work we have written a new computer program for the

interpretation of the torsional data for the two-top case. We have also under--

taken a study of the vibrational spectrum of isopropyl amine. Studies have

also been initiated on the low frequency spectra of dimethyiphosphine.

Vibrational work is also being done on propylaldehyde. We shall also continue

our current work on several compounds which have potential interest as planetary

atmosphere materials.
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APPENDIX I

THE MICROWAVE, KAMAN, FAR INFRARED AND NMR SPECTRA,

STRl1CTURE AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF METHYLCHLOROFORMATE

Abstract

The microwave spectra of six isotopic species of methylchlaroformate,

C1CO2 CH 3 , have been recorded from 18.0 to 40.0 OHz. 5tructura1 parameters have

been determined and it is shown that the only stable conformer at ambient

temperature is the s-trans. From the Stark effect the dipole moment components

were determined to be 
^ua ^ 

= 1.? -^ D.2, ^^'b^ = 1.0 ± 0.2, and ^ut ^
 = 2.0 ^ 0.2D.

The Raman and far infrared spectra of the vapor are reported. Four cases of

Fermi resonance have been observed in the Raman effect. Both the methyl and

methaxy torsions have been observed in the far infrared and the methyl barrier

to internal rotation has been determined to be 1.15 kcal/mole X1.19 local/male

far the CD3 rotor} which is lower than the 1.23 [coal/mole obtained from the

microwave splitting method. It is shown from both the 73C and 1 H NMR spectra

'	 that only one conformer exists which is contrary to what was previously reported,

The vibrational spectrum of the solid is also reported and discussed.
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INTROQUCTIQ^[

The structure of methylchloroformate has been the subject of considerable

interest. Four dipole moment stuuies have been reported.
l-4

 From two of thesel,3

the results were interpreted in terms of a planar s-cis strucutre. The data

'	 from the other dipole moment studies 2 ' 4 were interpreted in terms of a planar

s-trans structure Fig. 1).

Three analyses of the vibrational spectra have been reported' - ^ These

analyses were all in terms of a molecular model of C s symmetry and aaere con-

sistent with an s-trans structure. An electron diffraction study of the

vapor of methylchloroformate was performed. $ The data yielded only an s-

trans structure that was slightly non-planar with the methyl group approxi-

mate1y 2d° out of the plane of the other heavy atoms.

An investigation of the infrared spectrum and of the proton ^lMR spectrum

of m^^thylchloraformate in solution was reparted. 9 The authors found evidence

for the coexistence of both the s-cis and the s-trans conformations and in-

dicated that the s-cis was more stable. From a study comparing observed

and calculated ^ 5C1 nuclear quadrupole resonance frequencies the authorsl0

concluded that the s-trans was the most likely stable structure in the

solid.

A microwave spectroscopic investigatian ll of natural abundance ^ 5C1 and

3^C1 isotopic species of methylchloroformate showed that the planar s--trans

molecular strucutre was most consistent with the data. 5ma11 amounts of a

second rotamer, however, could not be precluded.

Therefore, in an effort to clear up the ambiguities in the conformational

preferences of methylchloroformate and to provide more complete structural

data, the investigation of the microwave, Raman and far infrared spectra of

the vapor were undertaken.

PRkJC
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EXPERiMEI^TAL

Practical grade methylchloroformate was purchased from Aldrich Chemical

Company, Incorporated and was. fractionally distilled before use. The isotopic

derivatives were all prepared by the reaction of the appropriate isotopic

form of methanol with phosgene. 12 The CQ30D and CH 2QOH were obtained from

Merck, Sharpe and Dohme, Canada Limited. The l ^CH80H was purchased from

Stohler isotope Chemicals, Inc. The methanols were all used without further

purification (Stated purities: CD 30D and CH 2DOH . > 95^; 13CH80H 60-70^}.

The phosgene was obtained from Matheson and was used without further purifi-

cation. The 1,2-dibromo-7,1,2,2-tetrafluoraethane was purchased from

Columbia Organic Chemical Co. and was fractionally distilled before use.

The microwa^re spectra were recorded witi^ a Hewlett-Packard 8460A MRR

spectrometer in the 12.4-40.0 G}-! z region. Samples were run both with the

waveguide at room temperature and with the waveguide packed in dry ice.

Sample pressures were 100 microns far survey spectra and typically 4-10

microns fnr measurement of the quadrupole hyperfine components. in general,

the frequency accuracy should be no worse than ± 0.05 MHz.

The Raman spectra were recorded on a Cary Model 82 spectrophotometer

0

with a Spectra Physics Model 171 argon ion laser. The 5145A line was used

far excitation of the samples. The gas was contained at its room temperature

vapor pressure in a quartz cell and the laser beam was multi passed through

the cell with the standard Cary accessary. Laser power fnr the gas sample

was 5.5 4^ measured at the laser head. Laser power for the solid sample was

2.0 4^! measured at the laser h^:ad.

The cryostat used was a 5pectrim Spectrometric Sample Conditioner con-

trolled by a Lake Shore Electronics, Inc. Cryogenic Temperature Indicator/

Controller. The temperature of the sample was maintained at 18.7 ± 0.7° K

;:

^i

_:.
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and was measured with a calibrated Silicon Diode Sensor obtained from

Cryogenic Technology, Inc.

The far infrared spectra of the vapor were recorded on a Digilab Model

15S Fourier Transform Interferometer with a 12.5 micron My1ar be^msp7itter.

The vapor was contained in a 10 cm. glass cell with polyethylene Windows

at itS room temperature vapor pressure. Resolution was equal to D.5 cm-l.

All iVt1R measurements were made on a Varian XL-100-15 NMR spectrometer

equipped with a 16K (li< = 1024 words) 620I computer and a 2 million ward

disc (VDM-36). Temperatures were measured with a thermocouple. A11 spectra

were obtained in the pulse Fourier Transform mode.

The lOC spectra were obtained using broadband noise-modulated proton

decoupling with the spectrometer locked to the 1gF resonance of an external

sample of C 6F 5 . Samples for 13C measurements were 50% CN 3^0-^-C1, 50^ CSC.

Proton spectra were obtained with the spectrometer locked to the 
2K 

resonance

of internal CD2C1 2 . The sample used far proton measurements was approximately

5 mNi in CH3^0-C-C1 in a 50/50 mixture of CS 2 and CD2C1 2 . Proton T1 measure-

ments were obtained using the Freeman-Hill 13 inversion recovery pulse sequence.

Peak heights were employed to determine the T 1 values.

MICR04^AVE RESULTS

Rotational Spectra

The rotational spectra of all the isotopic species of methylchloroformate

were first assigned an the bass of the known spectral pattern of a prolate

asymmetric (^c ^ --0.85) rotor compared to high pressure (ti100 Torr) survey

spectra. Individual lines were then remeasured at a pressure (4-10 Torr)

suitable for resolution of the hyperfine splittings that result from the

nuclear quadrupole coupling. The quadrupole coupling constants were then

fit to the observed splitting. The positions of all observed law pressure

j^

,.	 ,	 ,.
^-	 ..	 _	 ^ ,.
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transitions were then corrected for quadrupole shift and used to fit the

rotational constants of a rigid rotor. Initial fits vrere made with a--type

R branch transitions and were used to approximately locate the b-type R

branches. The b-type R branches were then identified by their predicted

quadrupole hyperfine splittings and were used to rerine the final fit of

the rotational constants. The frequencies from the law pressure measurements

for all the isotopic species of methylchloraformate studied here are listed

iii Table I. The rotational constants, moments of inertia, inertial de^Fect,

and nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for these isatapic species are

listed in Table II.

5TRUCT^fRE

The coordinates of the atoms for which isotopic substitutions were

made have been calculated using the Kraitchmar^ equations l ^ and are listed

in Table III. Fora non-planar asymmetric top only N-3 substitutions are

needed to determine the s±ructure. This is true because there are nine

moment relations:

i

Ixy = -Iy x = -E mi xi y i ;^)
i

E mi x i = 0	 {3}i
that may be solved simultaneously. The inertial defect (Table II} far all

isotopic species is indicative of an essentially planar molecule with only

two hydrogens symmetrically out of the plane. For that reason the z coordinate

of the atoms in the plane has been taken as zero. The nine moment relations	 :^

then yield six non trivial equations of which only five are independent. To

completely salve the structure we need to calculate the six in-plane coordinates

^`	 of the three unsubstituted atoms. It is, therefore, possible to calculate

^.^
^'	 ^i

;;.,
4.
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the complete structure assuming only one in-plane coordinate of one of

the three unsubstituted atoms.

The electron diffraction study of methylchloroformate 8 placed tale
0

carbonyl bond length at 7.19A. From microwave studies of some related

str!.tures rc^ o values have been calculated for COH 2 as 1.2015 , for

COCl 2 as 1.17 15 , for HCO2Ci1 3 as 1.20 17 , for HCO2H as 1.2018 , for NN 2COW as

1.191 , and for HFCO as 1.18 20 . Consideration of the Carbonyl bond length

listed strongly suggests that r c^ o for methylch1ornformate should be be-
0	 0

tween 1.18A and 1.20A.

In Table IV are fisted the coordinates of the three unsubstituted

atoms calculated from the moment relations with the x-coordinate of the

carbonyl carbon chosen sa that the carbonyl band length equals 1.79A. The

coordinates listed in Table III and Table IV reproduce the observed

rotational constants in Table II to within ^ 0.029. The structural para-

meters calculated from these coordinates are listed in Table V. The

structure of methylchloroformate is depicted in Fig. 2.

NUCLEAR QUAORU pOLE COUPLING CONSTANT

The first order chlorine nuclear quadrupole coupling constants were

evaluated by a least squares fit of the observed hyperfine splittings and

are listed in Table II. The value of the coupling constant along the bond

axis may be calculated if the angle, e, between the carbon-chlorine bond

and the A principal axis is Known using the equations:

Xxx cos
t e `^ XYy sin g 9 = Xaa	 ^4)

Xxx sin g 0 -^ Xyy cos t 9 
= Xbb	

(5}

^rhere the x axis lies strong the carbon chlorine bond and y is perpendicular

i

to it in the plane of the molecule and Xcc = X ZZ. This transnrmation yields
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Xxx = -73.7 MHz, xyy = 45.1 MNz, and 
Xzz	

28,6 for the parent molecule

with e = 20°.

These coupling constants along the bond may then be interpreted to

give some information about the nature of the hybridi?ation of the carbon-

chlorine bond. `1 In the earlier microwave study of methylchloroformate the

authors ll presented such a discussion and that discussion is not signifi-

cantly altered by the data presented here.

BARRIER TO INTERNAL ROTATION

The barrier to internal rotation of the methyl group was computed from

the observed internal rotation splittings of the a-type and b-type R branches.

The same method as adopted previous1y 22 was used to determine the barrier.

The observed internal rotation splittings are listed iii Table VI with the

parameters calculated from the structure listed in Table III and IU. The

value for U 3 calculated here is within the error limits of the previously

determined 
V311 

value and is consistent with that found far other substituted

methy1formates,23

DIPOLE MOMENT

The second order Stark effects were observed and measured far the

following components: ^M^ = 0,3,4 of the 5 Db f 404 transition. Field cali-

bration was accomplished by measuring the M^0 component of OCS for the

J ^ ^^-1 trans-ition. 24 The observed and calculated Stark coefficients for

35C1 
12C 1C

O2 12013 are listed in Table VII. The microwave spectrum

associated with this molecule is quite rich. The Stark components that

were tracked could be followed as a function of voltage for only 2-3 MHz

before being lost in other unidentified Stark component. Considerable

effort was expended in an attempt to find other suitable ^M^ components

,.. .. _	 ,	 :. ^:.^	 ^ . w
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to track; none were found. The error limits on the dipole components are,

therefore, quite high.

VIBRATIONAL RFSIJLTS

The Raman spectra of methylchloroformate as a vapor at roam temperature

and as a solid at 18.7°K are shown in Fig. 3. The far infrared spectra of

gaseous methylchloroformate and methylchloroformate--d 3 are presented in Fig. 4.

Transitions marked with an arrow correspond to a sma17 amount of an impurity

(HC1^. The vibrational data are listed in Table VIII with tFieir assignments.

.^

The Raman spectrum of gaseous methylchlaro

interpretable in terms of a previously reported

at 2905 and 2845 cm^ 1 correspond to transitions

spectrum of the liquid ? at 2897 and 2844 cm^1.

^armate {Fig. 4A} is largely

assignment. ? The features

observed in the Raman

They are assigned as the

overtones of the antisymmetric, v 4/v14 , and the symmetric, v 5 , methyl

deformations in Fermi resonance with the symmetric CN stretch, v2.

The carbonyl stretch, v 2 , is assigned at 1801 cm^ 1 because it is

the stronger of the two Q-branches in the region; the other Q branch 	 ^+

(1792 cm-1 ) is ascribed to Fermi resonance of the combination of v8,

the COC symmetric stretch, and v 9 , the carbon chlorine stretch, (970 -^ S23 =	
-j

1793} with v2 the carbonyl Gtretch.

The result of another Fermi resonance interaction is apparent in the

pair of Q branches at 977J962 cmWl . One of the Q branches may be assigned 	 ^

to v8 , the COC symmetric stretch and the other Q branch is the overtone of

v10 , an in-plane skeletal bend (2 X 487 = g74}. The last feature of the	 ^

Raman spectrum of the vapor of methylchloroformate is the Q branch series
'9

starting at 487 cm^ l . The relative intensity of the Q branches at 487, 480,

and 472 cm^ l indicates they are hot bands of v 72 , the COC in--plane bend.	 _

a

,.	 ,^

^^
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The far infrared spectra of methylchloroformate--d 0 and d 3 (Fig. 4}

Inver the region expected for v 17 and v18 , the methoxy and the methyl

torsions, respectively. The methoxy torsion is assigned to the Q branches

at 163.2 cm^
1
 for the light compound and to the doublet at 148.8/148.2 cm-1

for the perdeutero compound. The apparent splitting of the Q branch for

the perdeutero compound remains unexplained,

The methyl torsion, v 18 , had been reported as occurring at 62 cm-1

in the liquid phase. The three-fold barrier and the structure obtained

from the microwave data indicate that it should be observed near 134 cmrl

in the spectra of the vapor. It is observed at 129.2 cm
-1
 in the spectrum

of the "light" vapor {Fig. 4A} and at 99.0 cm
-1
 in the spectra of the

perdeutero compound (Fig. 4B). The shift factor, v N/v0 = 1.305 . is lower

than should be expected if the torsion was not mixed with other normal

modes.

The barrier to internal rotation of the r^tethyl group, V 3 , was calcu-

lated using a computer program similar to one described by Lewis et a1.26

The barrier for the CH 3 rotor is 1.1a kcal/mole and-for the CD 2 rotor it

is 7.19 kcalJmole. Both barriers are 'lower than that calculated by the

microwave splitting method.

The Raman spectrum of methylchlaroformate solid at 18.7°K is quite

rich (Fig. 3B). It had been suggested previausly 7 that the unit cell
1

of methylchloroformate contained one molecule or that if it contained two

molecules it should be considered centrosymmetric. Eight sharp lattice

modes are apparent in the Raman spectrum below the lowest fundamental

(v1S , methyl torsion, 135 cm-1 ). This number of lattice modes rules out

the possibility of there being only one molecule per unit cell and also

rules out the possibility of two molecules in a centrasymmetric unit cell.

Crystal structure data remain unavailable for methylchloroformate but such
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data would be of interest.

There are several apparent examples of crystal splitting evident in the

spectrum, some of them quite striking. The pair of bands at 3028/3016 cm-1

had also been reparted in the infrared study of the salid. 7 The authors

reparted an isotopic dilutian study of this band pair from which they

concluded the pair did not result from crystal splitting. Further examples

in the Raman spectrum that apparently result from crystal splitting are v3,

the carbonyl stretch {1774/1757/1752 cm -1 ), v12 , the COC in-plane bend

{283J277 cm-1 }, vlJ , the G^l3 rock (1i 52/1147 cm-1 ) and v17 , the methoxy

torsion (19^-/i82 cm^ l ). These apparent examples of crystal splitting are

quite reasonable in view of the crystal structure required by the large

number of lattice modes evident in the Raman spectrum.

NUCLEAR MAGNETIG RESONANCE RESULTS

The proton decaupled 13 C NMR spectrum of C1CO2 13CH 3 in l,2-dibromo,tetra-

fluoraethane at 29°C consists of a single resonance with a half height linewidth

(v,} of 0.8 Hz. The spectrum was studied as a function of tempci^ature to

-105°C. Throughout the temperature range covered, there was no significant

line-broadening observed.

The l H NMR spectrum of methylchloraformate in CS 2/CO2 C1 2 (50/50) at 26°C

cansists of a single resonance urith v, = 0.25 Hz. T l was measured to be 15
z

-	 seconds. The spectrum arras again studied as a function of temperature to - 100°C.

At -100°C, v^ = 0.55 Fiz and T1 = 2.36 seconds. The small amount of apparent
z

line-broadening abserved at the lower temperature can be completely attributed

to the change in T l and the fact that the magnetic field was mare difficult to

shim at --100 °C because of the 
2N 

lack utilized on the Varian model XL-100. For

these reasons the small apparent line-braadening in the 
1N 

NMR spectrum at

--100 °C should nat be ascribed to any chemical exchange pracesses,g
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CONCLUSIONS

The microwave spectrum of methylchloroformate has beer. thoroughly

reinvestigated. The data are interpreted to indicate that only one

form of this molecule exists through, given the richness of the spectrum,

small amounts of a second rotamer cannot positively be ruled out with

these data alone. Further the micro rave data are conclusively inter-

preted to demonstrate that the stable form of methylchloroformate is the

s-trans form not the s-cis form as had been previously reported. 9 From

this microwave study it has been possi61e to obtain the structural para-

meters of this stable form along with the dipole moment components.

The vibrational data include the first direct observation of the

methyl torsion of gaseous methylchloroformate and that observation is

consistent with the structure and barrier calculated from the rotational

data. The Raman spectrum of the sal id provides more specific data an

which to base generalizations as to the crystal structure of methylchloro-

formate than the infrared spectrum of the solid alone and again confirms

the complimentary nature of the two sources of vibrational data.

The i3C NMR temperature study is interpreted to be much more strongly

suggestive of the likelihood that methylchloroformate has only one stable

molecular conformation (s-trans) at roam temperature and below. The 1N

NMR temperature study provided data that is felt to demonstrate the need

for care in the performance and interpretation of such experiments.g
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Table I. The M1cro^rave Sper.tra of f^EPthyichToroformate

35C1 12 C160 12C8
2 3

Unperturbed
0',	 ^ ^- d Observed F' ^- E Calculated Ohs-Gait Level A or E

303 ^' 202
14366.90 9/2 ^- 7/2 iQ3G6.76 0.14 14366.21 A

14363.24 5/2 ^- 3/2 14363.12 O.i2 A

313 ^ 272
13642.09 9/2 ^-- 7/2 13641,94 0.15 13640.52 A

13638.40 7/2 t 5/2 13638.22 0.18 R

3 12 ^ 211
15303.35 9/2 ^- 7/2 15303.29 0.06 15301.74 A

15299.62 7/2 f 5/2 15299.57 0.05 A

404 ^ 303 7 9014.28 11 /2 . 9/2 f 9/2 .7/2 7 9014.14 0.14 19013.84 A

19012.57 7/2-5/2 ^ 5/2-1.3/2 19012.39 0.18 A

4 14 ^	 313
18154.10 11/2 ^- 9/2 18153.98 0.12 18153.33 A

13152.70 9/2 f 7/2 18152.51 0.19 A

18152.15 7/2 ^- 5/2 18151.77 0.38 A

18153.40 5/2 f 3/2 1$153.24 0.16 ^.

4 13 ^-	 3 12 20364.25 11/2 t 9/2 20363.94 0.31 20363.35 A

20362.57 9/2 t 7/2 20362.48 0.09 A

20362.11 7/2 f 5/2 20361.65 x].46 A

422 ^	 321
19605.73 il/2 t 9/2 19605.76 T0.03 1°',03.48 A

9/2 f 7/2 19599.69 A

19601.73 '/2 f 5/2 19601.80 --0.07 A

19607.78 5/2 f 3/2 19607.87 -0.09 A

19596.54 11/2 .^- 912
19594.42 E

19590.72 9/2 ^- 712 E

1959?.80 7/2 f 5/2 E



A

A

A

0.01

--0.01

-0. a1
n 5 y

27981.18

27097.$0

606 
f

505
27981.37 15/2	 ^- 13/2

27980.77 11/2	 ^ 9/2

6 16 ^- 5 75 27098.04 15/2	 ^- 13/2

27097.79 13/2	 t 11/2

27097.33 11/2	 t 9/2

6 15 { 514
30361.85 15/2	 ^- 13/2

30361.49 1?/2	 ^- 11/2

30361.08 11/2	 ^- 9/2

27981.36

27980.75

27098.08

271

30

30

30

Table I Cantlnuec^

35C112C160 72CH
2	 3 Unperturbed

J`	 ^
k=1 k^-1

^- J
^_lk^-i

Observed F` ^- F Calculated Obs-Calc Level A or E

505 
f

404
23553.51 13/2 ^- 11/2 23553.40 0.11 23553.25 A

23552.58 9/2 { 7/2 23552.48 0.10 A

515 ^ 414
22640.36 13/2 ^- 11/2 22640.40 -0.04 22640.02 A

22639.83 1112 + 912 22639.68 O.i5 A

22639.41 9/2 ^- 7/2 22639.03 0.38 A

5 14 { 413
25387.83 l3/2 ^- il/2 25388.02 -0.19 25387.24 A

25387.02 li/2 t 9/2 25387.32 -0.30 A

524 t 423 24082.85 13/2 t 71/2 24082.75 0.10 24081.70 A

24080.12 11/2 ^- 9/2 24079.78 0.34 A

24084.85 13/2 ^ ii/2 24083.74 F

24082.19 17/2 9/2 E

5L3 f 422 24680.69 13/2 ^- 17/2 24680.41 0.28 24679.45 A

24b77.75 11/2 ^- 9/2 24677.32 0.43 A

24678.69 73/2 ^- 11/2 24677.54 E

24675.94 11/2 ^- 9/2 E

r



Unperturbed
Level	 A ar E

28840.82 A

A

28841.49 E

E

29839.65 A

A

29839.14 E

E

i	 I	 i

Table 1 Continued

35C172C16Q 72CU
2 3

Jk , 7 ^
i-1

^-	 J1`1 k^ 1	 Observed F ` ^- F Calculated Obs-Gal t

525 524 28847.62 1512 ^- 73/2 28841.50 0.12

28839.95 73/2 ^ 77/2 28839.82 0.73

28842.29 15/2 h 73/2

28840.62 73/2 ^- 71/2

624 ^-	 523 29840.51 ]5/2 f 13/2 29840,42 0.09

29838.72 73/2 f 11/2 2983$.09 0.03

29839.98 15/2 f 73/2

29838.23 13/2 ^ 77/2

707 { 606
32373.35 37/2 ^- 15/2

32372.9y 13/2 ^- 7i/2

32312.66 11/2 + 9/2

7 17 ^ 61b 3152G.02 l7/2 ^ 75/2

31525.75 15/2 ^- 13/2

31525.48 13/2 ^- 71/Z

7 16 ^-	 6 15 35269.20 77/2 f 15/2

35269.01 7 512 ^- 7 3/ 2

35268.82 13/2 ^- 77/2

726 ^- 625 33529.92 17/2 ^- 15/2

33568.97 15/2 ^- 13/2

725 { 624 35064.1$ 17/2 ^- 15/2

35062.98 15/2 ^ 13/2

734 ^ 633 34143.78 17/2 ^- 15/2

347 40.89 7 5/2 ^- 7 3/2

34143.55 17/2 ^ 9/2

	32373.17	 A

A

A

	31525.78	 A

A

A

A

	35269.03	 A

,a

	

33569.38	 A

A

	

35063.55	 A

A

	

34742.73	 A

A

A

	

3237 3.37
	

0.04

	

32312.92
	

0.07

	

32312.81
	 --0.75

	

31526.05	 -0.04

	31525.82
	

-0.07

	

375?_5.43
	

0.05

	

35269.35
	 -0.15

	

35269.7 5	 -0.14

	35268.93
	 --0.77

	33559.88
	

0.04

	

33568.85
	

0.06

	

35064.29
	

-0.71

	

35063.15	 -0.17

	

34143.47
	 -0. ^3

	

347 40.96	 -0.07

	

347 43.73	 -0.18

-^

^^

;.

','^



Table I Continued

35C112C160 12CH..
2 ^ Unperturbed

`^k_ 11^^-1 ^ J!c_Tk^.^ Observed F' ^- F Calculated Obs-Galt Level A or E

808 f 707 36578.20 19/2 ^- 17/2 36578.36 -0.16 36578.11 A

36577.99 l5/2 ^ 13/2 56578.07 -(1.08 A

36577.79 13/2 t 11/2 36577.99 -0.20 A

8l8 { 7l7
35924.89 19/2 f 17/2 35925.15 -0.26 35924.70 A

35924.75 77/2 ^- 15/2 35924.96 -0.21 A

$l7 ^ 716
40092.32 19/2 t 1712 40092.53 -0.21 40092.09 A

40092.07 l7/2 ^- 15/2 40092.44 -4.37 A

40091.87 15/2 ^ 13/2 40092.10 -0.23 A

827 ^- 7 26 38263.35 19/2 f 17/2 38253.48 -D.73 38263.00 A

38262.77 17/2 { l5/2 38262.81 -0.04 A

6 16	 t 505	 3114$.83 15/2	 ^- 1312	 37148.73	 0.10 31149.07	 A

31150.00 'i 3/2	 ^- 11 /2	 31149.8b	 0.14 A

31147.90 9/2	 ^- 7/2	 31147.80	 0.10 A

31146.81 1512	 ^- 1312 31147.00	 E

31147.90 13/2	 ^- 11/2 E

31145.80 9/2	 ^- 7/2 E

717	
t 

606	
34693.44 17/2	 f 15/2	 34693.41	 0.03 34693.55	 A

34694.18 l5/2	 f 13/2	 34&94.19	 --0.01 A

34692.74 11/2	 -^ 9/2	 34697..78	 -0.04 A

34691.56 17/2	 ^- 1512 34691.72	 E

34692.36 15/2	 ^- 13/2 E

34690.93 11/2	 ^- 9/2 E



`fable I Cont7nued

35 01 i X160 12CFI
2 3

`^k_1 k s.1	 { d k_7 ka.1
Observed F' ^-	 F Calculated Obs-Gal t

$18	 t 707 38305.20 19/2 ^	 11/2 38305.24 -0.04

38305.68 77/2 ^-	 15/2 38305.77 TO.O9

38304.74 1312 ^-	 1112 ?5304.79 -0.05

38303.58 19/2 f	 17/2

38304.01 17/2 ^-	 15/2

38303.06 13/2 t	 11/2

Unperturbed

Level	 A or E

	38305.27	 A

A

A

	38303.61	 E

E

E

37C1 12 C360 12CU
2 3

303 ^ 202
14034.80 9/2-^7/2^- 7/2+5/2 14034.77

14031.90 5/2-^3/2^- 3/2+112 14031.87

606 f 505 27377.36 13/2	 f 11/2 27377.32

27377.07 15/2	 ^ 13/2 27377.1$

616
f 

515
26502.95 15/2	 ^- 13/2 26502.90

26502.64 13/2	 ^- 11/2 26502.60

615 { 514 29630.17 15/2a-13/2f13/2-^11 /2 29630.10

624 ^- 523 29085.75 15/2	 ^- 13/2 29085.63
29084.33 13/2	 t 11/2 29084.19

29085.10 15/2	 ^- 13/2

29083.84 l3/2	 ^- 11/2

0.03

0.03

0.04
-0.09

0.05

0.04

0.07

0.12
0.14

	

14034.24	 A

A

	

27377.03	 A

A

26502.68
	

A

A

	

29630.03
	

A

	

29085.07
	

A

A

	29084.50
	

E

E
	 :^

	

31628.94	 A

P.

	30838.15	 A

;^

707 ^ 606
31629.18 15/2	 ^	 13/2 31629.10 0.08

31629.00 17/2	 ^	 15/2 31628.97 0.03

717 ^ 616
30838.25 17/2+15/2-15/2^►-13/2 30838.27 -0.02



^'ab7 e Y (anti Hued

37^.112C1b0 1?CM
2	 3	

unperturbed

	

J k^ ^^ ^ J^
-lk^l 

Observed	 F'	 f	 F	 Calculated	 Obs-Cale	 Level	 A or E
1 -t- I

715 ^' 615	 34430.71 17/2-^15/2t15/2^-73/2 34430.70 	 0.07	 34430.59	 A

725 ^ 524	 34170.53	 17/2 ^- 15/2	 34170.54	 -0.01	 341?[x.04	 A

	

34169.60	 7 9/2 ^- 7 7/2	 34169.62	 -0.02	 A

808 ^ 707
35813.47 i5/2	 {	 13/2 35873.40 0.01 35873.22 A

. 35813.24 17/2	 ^-	 15/2 35813.28 --0.04 A

818 f 717 35146.57 79/2	 ^-	 17/2 35i4b.64 -0.07 35146.44 A
35146.48 17/2	 ^-	 15/2 35146.54 -0.06 A

817 ^-	 7 15 39155.34 19/2-^17/2^-7 7/2 . 7 5/2 39155.41 -0.07 :9155.24
;.	 {

A

827 f 726 37382.34 19/2	 ^-	 17/2 37382.34 0.00 37382.05 A

37381.88 17/2	 fi	 15/2 "x7.,81.83 0.05 A	 ;;

826 ^ 725
39287.57 79/2	 ^-	 17/2 39287.78 -0.11 39287.3E

-;

A

39287.7 0 17/2	 ,-	 7 5/2 39287. ^i & - 0.06 A

35C712C760
12CD

2 3

606 ^-	 505 25500.25 15/2	 ^-	 13/2 25500.18 0.07 25500.09 A

25499.72 1l/2	 {	 9/2 25499.63 0,09 A

675 ^ 514
27398.40 15/2	 ^-	 13/2 27398.34 O. G6 27398.08 A

27397.99 73/2^-9/2^-1112+7/2 27397.90 0.09 A

27397.59 11/2	 f	 912 27397.46 0.13 A

.^

6 25 ^ 524 26128.59 15/2	 ^	 i3/2 26128.51 0.09 26727.84 A

26127.04 73/2-^77/2t17/2+9/2 26126.97 0.11 A



l	 ^	

o
t
1

Table I Continued

35C1 12 C 16O 12CO
2 3 Unperturbed

3 k' ^'	 dk_
Observed F`	 ^ F	 Calculated Obs-Calc Level A or E

k` k

6 24 `^	 523
26855,95 15/2	 ^ 13/2 26855.88 0.07 26855.12 A

26854.23 13/2	 ^- 11/2 26854.18 0.05 A

707 ^ 606
29494.20 17/2	 ^- 75/2 29494.17 0.03 29494.02 A

29493.77 15/2+13/2-13/2+11/2 29493.63 0.14 A

7 17 ^'	 615
31858.88 17/2	 ^ 15/2 3185$.92 -0.04 31858.67 !^

31858.70 15/2	 ^- 13/2 31858.72 -0.02 A

31858.53 11/2	 ^- 9/2 31858.52 0.01 A

37858.32 13/2	 { 11/2 31858.32 0.00 A

7 26 ^ 6 25 30426.94 17/2	 ^- 15/2 30427.02 -0.08 30426.42 A

30425.91 i5/r+13/2{-13/2-+-11/2 30425.98 -0.07 A

725
t 

624
37x30.17 77/2	 ^- 15/2 31530.23 -0.06 31529.60 A

31529.03 15/2+i3/2^13/2+11/2 31529.08 -0.05 A

734 ^-	 6 33 30829.38 17/2	 ^- 75/2 30829.49 -0.11 30828.38 A

30827.08 15/2	 ^- 13/2 30827.1$ -O.iO A

616 ^' 505	
28881.94	 13/2 ^ 71/2	 28881.95	 -0.01	 28881.03	 A

28880.78	 15/2 ^- 13/2	 28880.79	 -O.Oi	 A

35 C1 12C160 73C8
2	 3

404	 { 303	
18566.43 17/2-9/2 f 9/2+7/2 18566.42 0.01 18565.98	 A

18564.72 7/2+5/2 ^-5/2+3/2 18564.74 -0.02 A
,^

5	 f 4	 23011.96
05	 04

13/2+11/2-^11/2^-9/2 23012,01 -O,Ox 23011.6x	 A

23011.03 9/2+7/2 ^- 7/2+5/2 23011.01 0.02 A

'.i

^^

_. ..	 _.,

^+



I, ^ ^ I1^: I I I ^

1'ab1 e	 I Cont7nued ,,

35C1 12 C760 13CN
2	 3 Unperturbed

' ^-	 J Observed F'	 f	 ^ Calculated Obs--Ca1c Level A or ^

625 ^	 524
28740.95 15/2+9/2 f 13/2+7/2 28740.90 0.05 28740.16 A

28139.37 13/2+71/2{-71/2+9/2 28139,30 0.01 A

28141.67 15/2+9/2 ^-13/2+7/2 28740.88 E

28140.02 73/2+11/2-X71/2+9/2 ^	 ^.

624 `^	 523
29054.61 15/2+9/2 t 13/2+7/2 29054.53 0.08 29053.74 A	 ^

29052.79 13/2+71/2-11/2+9/2 29052.:8 0.01 A	 `a

29053.99 15/2+9/2 f 13/2+7/2 29053.76 E

29052.26 73/2+11/2117/2+9/2 ^	 '^

726 {	 625	
32759.63 17/2+17/2-75/2+9/2 32759.64 --0.01 32759,19	 A

32758.69 1512+13/2{73/2+17/2 32758.66 0.03 A

725 ^	 624	
34133.36 77/2+77/2{15/2+9/2 34133.46 --0.10 34132.8$	 A

34132.30 75/2+13/2113/2+11/3 34132.33 -0.03 A

818 
f	

707	
37646.46 17/2	 f	 15/2 37646.63 -0.77 37646.74	 A

37646.72 19/2+15/2-17/2+13/2 37646.10 0.02 A

37645.69 13/2	 f	 17/2 37645.55 0.14 A

35 C ^ 1 20 1 6027
2CF[2D^OOP

303 {	 202
13923.95 912+7J2f 7/2+512 73923.88 0.07 13923.22	 A

73920.26 5/2+3/2. 3/2+1/2 13920.24 0.02 A

"	 312	 ^	 211
14783.69 9/2+3/2 t 7/2+1/2 14783.50 0.19 14782.06	 A

14780.00 7/2-^5/2^- 5/2+3/2 14799.86 0.14 A

r	 ^
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Table .l	 Continued

'	 35C1i2C16O212C820
-OOP

1lnperturbed ;^

Jk,ik,
+^f J

k^^ Observed F' ^- F Calculated Obs-Cale Level A or E

4	 ^- 3
04	 03

13923.95 9/2 . 7/2 x-7/2+5/2 13923.88 0.07 13923.22 A	
'3

18440.64 7/2 . 5/2 ^'5/2^-3/2 18440.64 0, 00 A

414	 313
17632.27 11/2 9/2 17632.31 -0.04 17631.45 A

17631.54 5/2 { 3/2 17631.55 -0.01 A	 j

17630.83 9/2 ^- 7/2 17630.86 --0.03 A	 -^

17630.19 7/2 { 5/2 17630.10 0.09 A	
â

4 3	 t 3 12
1

19676.46 11/2 9/2 19676.52 --0.06 19675.65 A

19675.62 5/2 ^- 3/2 19675.74 -0.12 A	 1

19675.13 9/2 ^- 7/2 19675.08 0.05 A	 ^

19674.41 7/2 ^ 512 19674.30 0.11 A

505 { 404
22865.86 13/2+1i/2^-11/2+9/2 22865.86 0.00 22865.56	 A

22864.$8 9/2+11/2 ^ 7/2-512 22864.84 0.04 A

514 ^ 413
2453$.20 13/2 { 11/2 24538.28 -0.08 24537.72	 A

24537.62 11/2+7/2 l 9/2+5/2 24537.50 D. 02 A

24536.92 912 ^-	 7/2 24536.91 0.01 A

524 t 423 23325.99 13/2+7/2 . 11/2+5/2 23326.04 --0.05 23324.54	 A

23323.10 il/2^-9/2 ^- 312+7/2 23323.12 - 0.02 A

818	 ^ 707	
37471.78 17/2 ^-	 15/2 37477.73 0.05 37471.34	 A

37471.29 19/2 ^ 17/2 37471.28 0.01 A

3747x.81 13/2 ^ 11/2 37470.85 --0.04 A



g ^ 	 ^	 I

Table 1 Continued

35C112Ci60212CH2D
-IF

Unperturbed

`^k' k'	 ^ '^k--	 ^-	 - k	 Observed
+

F`	 ^- F	 Calculated Obs-Calcd Level A or E

312 { 211
14686.41 9/2 ^- 7/2 14686.29 O,T2 14684.90 A

- 14682.92 7/2+5/2^/'L+3/2 14682.61 0.31 A

6 15 { 514
29T44.92 1512 ^- 13/2 29144.83 0.09 2914A.66 A

29144.56 73/2 ^- 11/2 29144.44 0.12 A

29144.23 1112 ^- 9/2 29143.93 0.30 A

624 -^ 523 28628.59 512+9/2f3/2+7/2 28628.54 0.05 28627.74 A

28626.87 13/2+11/2-11/2+9/2 28626.81 0.06 N

625 ^- 524 27693.97 15/2+9/2^-13/2+7 /2 27694.00 --0.03 27693.20 A

27692.38 13/2+11/2-11/2+9/2 27692.34 0.04 A

725 { 624 33637.46 17/2+11/215/2+9/3 33637.45 0.01 33636.96 A

33636.40 15/2+13/2-13/2+1113 33636.37 0.03 A

726 ^- 625 32236.10 17/2+11/2-15/2+9/2 32236.12 -0.02 32235.60 A

32235.17 1512+13/2113/2+11/2 32235.11 0.06 A

$26 t 725 38675.55 19/2+13/2-1712+11/2 38675.60 -0.05 38675.24 A

38674.86 T7/2+15/2-(15/2+13/2 38674.92 --0.06 A
-,

827 ^- 7 26 36745.89 19/2-^13/2^-7 3/2 . 11 /2 36745.98 -0.09 36745.57 A	 '
;^

36745.19 17/2+15/2{15/2+13/3 36745.30 --0.71 A

717 ^ 606
33426.72 15/2 ^- 13/2 33426.76 --0.07 33426.23 A

33426.19 17/2 ^- 15/2 33426.11 0.08 A

818 ^ 707
36889.70 17/2 ^- 15/2 36889.72

r
-0.0[ 36889.31 A

36€389.25 19/2+15/217/2+13/2 36889.29 --0.04 A	 - ^
36888,87 13/2 { 11/2 36888.86 -0.05 A

a
- gg.

1

....,. .

,' ^

fi

I1



-57.2 y 0.5

30.9 ± 1.0

26.3 -^ 1 .0

-58.6 ^- 0.5

29.7 ^- T.0

28.9 -^ 1.O

--5b . 2 f 0.5

29.6 -^ 1.0

26.6 ^ T.0

^ABLS ii. Rotational c'onctarits, moments of inertia and nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for metnylci^laroformate

35 01 120 16 0 1208

2	 3
37C1120160

2

1208 3501120160 1200

3

35C1120160 1308 3501120160 12C8 
0-OOP

2
3501120160	

120^i-D-FP
3 2 2 3 2 2	 2

'	 R	 9765.82 ^- 0,20 9738.39 ^- 0.29 9172.25 * 0.18 9738.40 ± 0,30 9619.16 ^ 0.15 9465.36	 0.30

B	 2692.17 } 0.01 2623.00 * 0.01 2413.68 ± 0.01 2620.09 ± 0.01 2594.6b ^ 0.01 2582.49 ^- 0.01

0	 2138.03 ^- 0.01 2092.92 ± 0.01 1957.65 ± 0.07 2091.18 * 0.01 2082.27 ± 0.01 2054.86 f 0.01

l --

is	 51.7498 ± 0.0011
	

51.8955 ± 0.0016
	

55.0987 ^- 0.0011
	

51.$955 ± 0.0016
	

52.538E ^- 0.0009
	

53.3925 -±-. D. OOl ^

I^
	

187.722 ^ 0.001
	

192. r;71 ± 0.001
	

209.381 ± 0.001
	

192.886 ^- 0.001
	

794.777 { 0.001
	

795.694 ± 0.001

Tc
	 236.376 ^- 0.001

	
241.471 ± 0.001
	

258.156 ± 0,001
	

241.672 ± O.OD1
	

242.706 ± 0.001
	

245.943 ± 0.001

D
	

3.096
	

3.097
	

6.324
	

3.110
	

4.510



x

Y

Hydrogen

(out of plane)

2.510

0.182

±0.887

Hydrogen

(in plane)

2.808

-7 .372

LL -6lb

rs e t h:^^ ±0.005 .

0.0 for subsequent calculations.

Chlorine

-1.590

-0.278

__ _h

Carbon

methyl)

2.278

-0.381

- -- -F,

1

1'ABL^ I i I

Coordinates of the atoms for which isotopic substitutions were madea



ir^s^.s ^v

Coordinate: of the ^;ns^^bstitu4ed atoms calculated from the moment relations

Carbon
{carbonyl}

X	 0,034a

Y	 0.312

2	 o.ab

oxygen Oxygen
{carbonyl) (ether)

0,353 0.895

1,458 -0.740

O.Ob D.Ob

^^his value was chosen sa that the carbonyl bond length would equal 1.190 A.

^'1'hese values were assumed based on a consideration of the inertial defect.

.,	 ,_.,_
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TABLE V

Structural parameters for ^iethylchloroformatea

Bond lengths (A}	 Bond Angles (°)

C1-C	 1.73	 Cl-C=D 	72fi

C-a	 1.19	 a=C - 0	 125

-	 (o^)c-a	 1.36	 C--O-C	 115

0-C(H3 )	 1.43	 O-C--F{(IP)	 705

c-^(^^}	 1.a7	 o-c-^1(aoP)	 llo

c-H (ooP }	 1. os	 ^--c^-H toaP--aaP) 1 ^^ 1

^1-C--H(IP-OOP)	 110

aCalculated from the coordinates in Table III and IV. The errors associated
with these parameters because of the assumptions involved in their calcui,a-
tion are p^^obabiy no worse than ±0.02 ^ for the bond lengths and ±2° for

_	 the bond angles.
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TABLE VI

Internal rotation splitting (MHz) and parameters of methylchloroformate

35 01 12 0 	160 	120H 37.1	 12 0 	i60 	120H 3501	 12 0 	160 130H

2	 3 2	 3 2	 3

Transition vF--vA V3	 (ca1/mot} vE-vA	 V3 (callmol} .^--vA	 V3 (cal/mot}

422 ^- 321 -9.06 1190

524 ^- 423 2.04 7 230

523 ^ 422 --1.91 1240

625 ^- 524 0.67 1230 0.72 1230

624 ^ 523
-0.51 1270 -0.57	 'f270 -0.5$ 1270

6 10 f 5Q5 --2.09 1220

717 { 606
-1.83 1220

818 { 707
-1.66 1220

I 2.954 amu	 A2 2.954 amu	 A 2 2.955 amu A ^
a

F 171.1	 GH 3 171.1	 GN 3 171.0 GH3

a 0.05598 0.05945 0.05926

6 0.00432 0.00439 0.00456

^ o.a c.o a.o

V 3 1230 ^- 30 cal/mot

_w^ ....	 ,	 .
,,.^.^	 _	 .<



1̂.
TABLE VII

Stark coefficients [;MHz cm2 )/V 2 } and dipole moments of methylchloroformatea

Transition	 ^Mj	 ^1^/E2 (X10')(.

_	 _	 _	 _ obsa.	 _	 ca1Ga.

505f404	 0	 0.09	 0.07

3	 0.28	 0.41

4	 0.59	 0.67

^^ a ( —	 1.7 ± 0.2

(^^ ^ =	 1.0 -^ 0.2

[uc ^ =	 O.Oa

^^t ^ —	 2.0 ^ 0.2

a.) By symmetry

,__
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Ta61e VIII. The Vibrational Spectra and Assignment of Methylchlo•roformate

-- -.-	 _ Vapor - _ Soi i d Assignment, ... _-- ._._

Infrareda Raman znfrareda=h Ramanc

A'	 A"

cm' 1 t	 e ^cmWl Rei	 Int cm" Rel	 Int	 cm^ P.e1	 Int ^cm^ Rel	 Int

3976 vvwd	 3976 w A"	 v8 -^ v73 {3970)

3904 vw A'	 v2 ^- v8	 (3914}

'^^	 3571
AB

3509 w A'	 2v3	(3500)

3569 3491 m

3257 vvw A" v7 + v17 (3253)

3232 vvw A'; A" v3 + v4/vl4 {3232}

3207 vvw A'/A" v3 f v4/v14 (3207}

3072 vvw

3057 3047 w,p 3048 w	 3048 vvw 3055 m A' vl CFl3 asymmetric stretch

3033 AC ti3025 w,cip 3025 w	 3025 s 3028 m
A" ^^13 CH

3 asymmetric stretch
3016 3016 s	 3016 s 3018 w

3005
2978 sh

2979

,'	 2973 A 2962 vs,p 2961 s	 2961 t^l 2963 vvs A' v2 CH3 symmetric stretch

?967 2934 p ,rT

?920 2919 w 2914

2905 p 2902 w to vtr,b A'	 2(v4/v74 } F.R. w v2

^:`^_
u!. 2881 w 2880
'ii

2879 w --^^

;, 2863 2869 w

^^?855 A 2845 p 2846 ms	 2846 w 2845 m A'	 2 v5 F.R. w v2	-

'' X849
'i	 '

^.

,. ..

^ ^ _.



Table VTTT. Can't

-	 Va or Solid Assi nment

Tnfrareda	Raman Infrareda'b Ramanc
A' A"

cmrl	t.	 a	 ocm^i	 Rel	 Tnt. cmr Rel Tnt	 cm^ Rel Int	 ^cm 1 Rei	 Tnt

2640 vvw

2610	 ? 2601 w ti2603 vvw A' v3 + vg (2599)

2582 w X2592 vvw

2570 w 2570 w	 2577 vw A' 2v6 (2578}

2418 w

2402. 24015 w A' 2v 7 (240$}

2371 vw A'

2316 m 2316 m A' 2v15 {2304)

2297 vw A' 2vi5 (2296)

2273 vw A'/A" v4/v14 f v 9 (2271}

2178 w A' v3 ^- v l 1	 { 2183 }

i 42 w

2120 vvw A' v7 -^ v8 (2116}

2095 w ti2100 vvvw A" v8 -^ v75{2099}

2089 w 2079 vvw

2027 202.5 vw A' v7 	vg (2025)

2022
?

1973 1 ^^60 vw A" v3 ^- v i 7	 { 1956 }

1924 1905 w

1890 w A' 2v8 {i894)

18$2 ms ti1880 vvw



	1432 	 mw	 A' v 5 CH 3 symmetric deforma- "'
tion

	ti14C5	 vvw

7437	 s	 1431	 sh

Tale VIII. Can't.

Vapor Solid Assignment

Infrareda Raman Infrareda'^ Ramanc

A' A"

cm-7	type L1cm- Ref	 Tnt cm- Rel Int cm Ref Int Acm- Ref Int

1806 1501 p 1789 1774 w

1794	 B 1792 p to s 1757 mw v3 C=0 stretci^	 _^
i.	

17$8 1755 'i 752 m

` 1725 m

7716 s 1717 vw A'	 v72 + v 5 (1717)

1646 mw 1652 vw A' 2v9 (1642)	 —

7622 mw ^1b25 vw A'	 v14 -^ v17	 (1b22)

1464 1466 p
1459	 ? 1458 m

1448 1459 dp 1448,6 s 1445.2 s	 1450 mw A` /A" v4/v14 CFl3 asymmetric	
__._

deformation

14n1

7433	 ?

1396

13$2	 ?	 13$9

1313

130$	 AB	 ^-

1309

p	 l.;oi	 s	 1387
1326	 mw

1306	 s	 1306

1297	 s

w^	 A' 2v76 {1378)

A' 
v15 ^ v17 (1322)

w	 A' vg ^- v10 (1302)

A' v9 ^ v10 (129b)

,. ^ ^	 ,:.
_	

_.a	 .,	 .,.	
.-
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Table VIII. Cont.

Vapor Sol1d Assignment

infrareda Raman in^frareda°^' Ramanc

A' A"

^'	 cm' 1 ty a Acm-1 Ref	 int cm^l Rel Int	 cm^ Rel int dcm^ 1 Ref	 Int

1233 1250 7250 w

--1210 7 to s 1226 vw

1202 1157 p 1210 1211 vw 1204 mw A' v6 COC asymmetric stretch

1196
°,;

1186 s 11$0 w

1162 AB 1174 s ^	 1159 mw A' v7 C^l3r.

1154 1124 dp 1152 sh 1152 ms 1152 w A" v15 CH3 r.

1142 m 1142 w 1148 w A" vg f v 17	 (7141

1144 sh

{	 1060 1087 vvvw

1056 vvvw

``	 1036 1046 vvvw

1 oa7

988 vw A'
v16 ^ v17 (985)

- 967 w 972 vtiv A' 2v 10 (972)

958 w 960 vw A' 2v 10 (958)	 _^

9;'1 977 p 951 sh A" vg -^ v l g	 (956)

966 ? 962 p 947 s 947 w 947 m A' v8 COC symmetr7c stretch

957 932 vvw

924 vvw ^,

920 w 918 vvw

892 889 mw X893 vvw A' v
10 } v11	

(895)

,_



7ab1e VIII. Cont.

Vapor	 Solid	 Assignment

Infrareds	Raman	 Infrareds'b	 Ramanc

A'	 A"

cmrl	type	 dcm- 1	 Ref Int	 cm	 Rel Int cm-1	Rel Int ^cm^ 1	Rel Int

882	 881	 w

830

824	 A	 823	 p	 825	 s	 825	 w

816	 827	 s	 821	 w	 821	 ms	 A' v^ C-C1 stretch

	

817	 ms

	

758	 w	 766	 vw

706
694 ^	 C	 689	 w	 6$9	 s	 702	 vvvw	 A" v16 C--C1 bend

677	 672	 w	 672	 m

668

542

527	 57 8	 vvvw

494

488	 A	 487	 p	 481	 s	 481	 vw	 486	 vs	 A' v10 OCO bend

477	 480	 p	 477	 m	 477	 vw	 479	 ms

472	 p

413

405	 AS	 406	 p	 407	 s	 407	 w	 409	 ms	 A` vll C--Cl bend

397

.	 392	 vvw	 A' 2v17 (388)

354	 367	 vvw	 A' 2v17 (364)

,,.



Infrareds

Table VIII. Cont.

5

w

Vapo	 Saiid	 Assignment_

Raman	 Infrareda'b	 Ramanc

A ^	 A..

Acm^ 1	Ref Int	 cm^	 Rel Int cm^ l	Rel Int ^cm^	 Re7 Int

341	 vvvw

283	 w

274	 p	 270	 s	 277	 w	 A' v12 COC bend

Methylchloraformate•-d3

Infrared Vapor

148.8	 s

148.2	 s

99.0	 w 135 vvw A" v18 Methyl torsion

122 ms Lattice mode

100 5h Ldtt 7Ge mode

94 s Lattice mode

81 w Lattice mode

57 mw Lattice mode

60 w Lattice mode

mw Lattice mode

4 m Lattice mode

202	 v^

i94	 w

382	 w ^	 A" v17 Metha^y torsion

a.) Taken from Ref. 2°
b.) Recorded at ti77°K

c,^ Recorded at 387°K
d. j vw = very weak, w = weak, m = medium, s = strong,

vs = very strong, b = broad, p = polarized, dp = depolarized

,:	 ,. . _. ...^
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	Fig. 1	 Possible conformations of methylchloroformate.

	

Fig. 2	 The structure of methylchloroformate in the principal axis system.

Fig. 3 The Raman spectra of methylch1aroformate. [A^ The room temperature
vapor. [B] The solid at 18.7°K.

- Fig. 4 The far infrared spectra of ^A] methylchloroformate and [R^ methyl-
chloroforma^e-d^. Transitions marked with arrc+ws correspond to a
sma11 amount of FiGI impurity.

..
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APPENDIx TI

SPECTRA AND STRl1CTliRE OF ORGANOPFIOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS. 1^VII.

INFRARED AND KAMAN SPECTRA, VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENT

AND BARRIERS TO INTERNAL ROTATION FOR t-BUTYLpHOSPNTNE

Abstract

The infrared spectra of gas eoUS and solid tertiary-butylphosphine,

^{CFl 3 ) 3CPH 2^, have been recorded from 50 cm -1 to 3500 cm^ 1 , The Raman spectra

of gaseous, liquid and solid (CH 3 } 3CPH Z have been recorded from 10 to 3500 cm^l.

A vibrational assignment of the 42 normal modes has been made. A harmonic

approximation of the methyl torsional barrier from observed transitions in the

solid state gave a result of x.22 Kcal/mole and 3,81 kcal/mole, in the gaseous

state. Floc band transitions for the phasphino torsional mode have been

observed. The potential function for internal rotation about the C^P bond has

been calculated. The two potential constants were determined to be;

V 3 W 2.79 . 0.01 kcal /mol a and V 6 = 0.07^-a. al local /mole .
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INTRQDUGTIOi^

Vibrational spectrosacopy has been shorn tv 6e a valuable tool in

the determination of intramolecular potential functions governing

internal rotation about single bonds. l' 
2 

This method has recently

been extended to the study of asymmetric tops rotating against a

molecular frame, a5 opposed to the more familiar symmetric tops such

as -CH 3 and -SiH^3 If the molecular frame is asymmetric as well, it

is possible for there to be spectrvscopical?y distinct rotational

isomers or conformers. Both ©i• hylphosphine ^CH 3GH^PH^) and isopropyl-

phosphine [(CH 3 )^GHPH2 ] are examples of this type of system since the

PHZ group constitutes an asymmetric internal roi:or. The internal

rotation barrier far the PH 2 tap has been determined for both of these

molecules. ^' 5	 If, however, the molecular frame is symmetric, as is

the case in tertiary-6uty1phosphine,[(CH 3 ) 3GPH 2 ], only one conformation

is passible and the potential function governing internal rotation is

considerably simplified, becoming three-fold symmetric as in the case

of methylphosphine (CH^PH 2 }. Thus, the determination of this potential

function for t-butylphosphine is a natural extension of the prior

studies of ethyl- ^ and isopropylphosphine. 5 Also, it would be of

interest to determine the barriers to internal rotation of the methyl

g^^aups in triis molecule, as part of continuing studies 6 ' ^	 of the

top-tap interactions in such "three-tap" molecules.

Finally, the assignment of the vibrational spectrum of t-butyl--

phosphine would finish the series of singly alkyl-substituted

phosphii^es: methyl, ethyl and isopropyl. Group frequencies determined
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for the P11 2 moiety from these studies could be expected to apply to

almost any hydrocarbon derivative.

FXPEEZTMEiVTAL

In general, all sample preparations and manipulations were

performed using standard high vacuum techniques where possible. This

was done in view of the relative instability of trivalent phosphorous

compounds with respect to oxidation as well as to minimize exposure to

the compounds, which are probably quite toxic and undeniably unpleasant

smelling. Sample purifications were performed using fractional conden-

sation (trap--to-trap) methods or more generally a low temperature, low

pressure fractionating column.

The sample of (Chi 3 } 3 CPNZ vas prepared by the reduction of

^CH 3 ) 2 CNPC1 2 with LiA1H^ in di-n--butyl ether. After low temperature

distillation, the purity of the tCH 3 ) 3CP}lz was checked by mass

spectrometry and i i•i, 13C and 31 P NMR.

Niid-infrared spectra of (CF^ 3 } 3CPH2 were obtained using a

^'^
Digilab FTS-15B Fourier transform interferometric spectrometer. A

germanium beamsplitter on a KBr substrate gave spectral coverage in

the range from 3800 cm 
1 

to 400 cm-l . Spectra of the gaseous phase

were obtained by using a 10 cm cell with KBr windows and typically 	 ,^

less than 10 Corr of sample pressure.

Atmospheric water vapor was removed From the spectrometer '^

housing py purging with dry nitrogen. Since the FTS system uses a He--iVe

-	 laser as a frequency reference of relatively high stability, calibration

is achieved ry adjusting a software parameter, the laser wave length, to

reproduce an observed vibrational transition of a suitable standard at

its correct frequency, As a result, the accuracy of a measured fre-

quency can be expected to be at least D.l cm
-1
 throughout the spectrum. ^^

- :, 4.
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Both apodizatian function and resolution were varied far each sample

to attain the best quality spectrum, but a typical experiment would be

run at an effective resolution of better than 0.5 cm-1 using a modified

"boxcar" apodization function for photometric accuracy.

Far infrared spectra were obtained by using the FTS-756 and

substituting a my1ar beamsplitter for the germanium one to obtain a

spectral range of 400 to 80 cm -l . A high pressure Hg arc lamp source

eras substituted for the glo^rrer used in the mid-infrared, but otherwise

the operation of the instrument was the same as described above.

Spectra of compounds in the gas phase were obtained by using 10 cm cells

equipped with polyethylene windows. Typical sample pressures ranged

from 100 to 300 Corr, and spectra were taken at various resolutions

betty :en 0.5 and 2.0 cm -1 . The sped,°um of the solid phase sample was

obtained by condensing the sample onto a wedged silicon plate cooled

to ^til 5°K by a closed cycle I-le refrigerator.

Raman spectra were recorded to 4000 cm -1 using a Cary 82 spectro--

meter equipped with either a Spectra Physics model 171 or a Coherent
°

Radiation Labs model 53A argon ion laser operating on the 5145 Aline.

Spectra of the gaseous phase were obtained using the Cary multipass

accessory at sample pressures of ti300 torr. The spectrum of the liquid

was recorded from samples in sealed glass capillaries. The spectrum

of the solid was obtained by condensing the sample on a copper block

maintained at ti -190°C by boiling nitrogen. Polarization measurements

were made using the standard Cary accessories. Frequencies measured

far sharp, resolvable bands are expected to be accurate to at least ±2 cm-1.
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VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNi^ENT

Tertiary- butylphosphine was assumed to adopt a fully staggered

molecular conformation, and as such would possess a single plane of

symmetry and belong to the point group C s . However, if one ignores the

hydrogen atoms attached to the phosphorus atom, the molecular symmetry

would be C 3v . If the major portion of the molecule follows this "local"

symmetry, the assignment of the vibrational spectra would be somewhat

simplified. Pritchard and Nelson $ were able to analyze the spectrum

of t-butano7 using the h;gher symmetry model for all but a few

vibrational modes. Hence for (CH .^) 3CP there would be 24 normal modes,

distributed $A 1 , 4A2 and 12E. Linder Cs symmetry, (CH3 ) 3CPH2 would

exhibit 23A' and 19A" vibrational modes. Spectra taken of (CH3)3CPH2

in the fluid phases might be expected then to show groups of unresolved

bands. However, spectra taken of the sample in the solid phase should

a71ow observation of all 42 fundamentals since in the crystal

closely spaced fundamentals should be resolvable. Where

applicable, 'the origin of the vibrational mode under the hypothetical

C3v symmetry wi11 be indicated in parenthesis as a guide to the

assignment. To aid in the analysis of gas phase band contours, the

principal moments of inertia for (CH3 ) 3CPH2 were calculated using a

reasonable assumed structure. These calculations indicate that the

moiecu]e is very nearly a symmetric top, with the A and C inertial axes

in the symmetry plane. Thus the A' vibrations are expected to show A/C

i
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hybrid band contours with a sharp Q branch, and A" vibrations 13 type

bands with no central maximum. The v^ibratianal frequencies given in

Table I	 for the A" modes in the infrared spectra of gaseous

(CN 3 ) 3CPH2 therefore reflect estimates of the band center. The

vibrational assignments were guided by ^^hose of Pritchard and Nelson$

far (CW8 ) BCOH and thane of Evans and La 
a 

for ( CW3}3CC1.

The Raman spectra of ( CN3 }^CPHZ in the gaseous, liquid and solid

phases are shown in Fig. i, and the mid- infrared spectra of (CW3^3

CPH2 in the gaseous and solid phases are shown in Fig. 2. Fig.

3 depicts the far infrared spectra of gaseous and solid (CH O } 8CPW 2 . The

observed frequencies and their assignments are given in Table I.

The C^^! stretching region, 2870 to 3000 cm^ i , showed a dense

cluster of bands in all sample phases in bath the Raman and infrared

spectra. In addition to the 9 fundamentals expected in this region,

Durig, et x1. , 10 have painted out that additional strong bonds may be

expected to occur in this region, attributable to overtones of the

antisymmetric methyl deformations in Fermi resonance with the stretching

fundamentals. The bands in this region were not resolved even in the

spectra of the solid phase, and no additional isotopic species were

available for study. In view of these difficulties, attempts to assign

this portion of the vibrational spectra were abandoned and the observed

band maxima tabulated.

The two very stronn bands at 2233 cm^ l ar.d 2278 cm^ 1 in the spectra

of the solid sample are undoubtedly the antisymmetric and symmetric P--H

stretches, v28 and v6 , respectively. As previous experience has

indicated, 4' 5 only the A' mode is seen in the Raman Spectra of the gas phase.

^^

_	 _.	 __	 ,,	 _ :.	 _ __	 t
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The advantage of recording spectra of the solid phase is easily

seen in the analysis of the CH 3 antisymmetric deformations v 29 , v7 (^},

v3Q , v8 {^}, vg (Al } and vii (A2 }. The Raman spectrum of gaseous

(CH3 } 3CPH2 shaves only a broad, featureless band centered near 1450, but

the Raman spectrum of the solid clearly sho ►ys all six fundamentals. The

assignment of the C1-1 3 symmetric deformations, v10 (A 1 }, vll and v32 {^}

is also straightforward, althnugh these modes are not seen in the Raman

spectra of the fluid phases.

Assignment of the vibrational spectrum ird the region between 1200

cry 1 and 800 cm-1 is clearly the most difficult. Twelve fundamental

vibrations; b methyl rocks, 3 C-C stretchE^s and the 3 PH 2 deformations,

are ai] expected to occur in this region, in addition, severe mixing

of several vibrational modes, especially the C-C stretches and methyl

rocking modes, could make relative intensities unreliable as assignment

aids. Three fundamentals of this group should fall considerably lower

than the rest; v 17 (A1}, the C-C symmetric stretch should be below 900

cm^ l , as should v37 , the PH 2 twist, and v18 , tl^e PH 2 wag. Only v17 and

v18 should exhibit sharp Q branches in the gaseous phase Raman spectrum,

and only three bands are apparent in this region in the Raman spectrum

of the solid phase. Thus, 
v17' v37 and v

l8 are assigned to the bands

at 836 cm-1 , 81$ cm^ l and 795 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum of the solid

sample. The frequency of v 15 , the PH2 scissoring made, is well

established 4 ' '' 11 and is assigned to the band at 1074 cm
-1
 in the

mid-ini= rared spectrum of solid (CH 3 ) 3CPH2 . The C-C antisymmetric

stretches, v33 and v12 (^), occurred near 1240 cm-1 in both (CH3}CC19

and (CH3 }COH,
8
 however, there are no bands in this region for (CH3}3CPH2.

...	 _	 _	 _.
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There are two strong hands at 1211 cm -1 and 1192 cm^ 1 in the Raman

spectrum of the solid, and have been assigned to v 33 
and v12'

respectively, The slightly lower, weaker band at 1170 is assigned to

v13 (A l ), a CH 3 racking mode. The complex series of bands seen on the

low frequency side of v 13 in the gas phase spectra are most probably

hot bands due to the methyl torsions or phosp`^ino torsion. Although

this assignment of v l3 may seem to place this racking mode quite high,

the corresponding modes in (CH3)3COH 
8 

and (CH3)3CC1 
9 

were assigned

to bands at 11$9 cm -1 and 1115 cm-1 , respectively. The sharp, polarized

peak seen 3t 1029 cm-1 in the Raman spectra of the gaseous and liquid

phases must be due to the A` methyl rocking Triode, v 16 .	 The sharp,

moderately intense Q branch observed at 1090 cm-1 in the mid-infrared

spectrum of gaseous (GH 3 ) 3CPH2 must then belong to the remaininr^ A'

methyl rocking mode, v 14 . In terms of the C 3v model symmetry, v14

and v34 are derived from a degenerate ^ vibration, as are v15 and v35.

Therefore v^ 4 and v35 which would be expected to be clearly discernable

only in the solid pftase spectra, should fall near their respective A`

modes, v 14 and v15 . On this basis, v34 is assigned to a band seen at

1065 cm-1 in the spectra of the solid phase, and v3J to the band at

1036 cm- '. The remaining rocking mode v35 (A2 ) can then be assigned to

the broad, depolarized band seen near 940 cm-1.

The assignment of v19 , the C-P stretch, is unambiguous, as it is

usually 4' 
5 

the most intense band in the Raman spectrum below 2000

cm-l . In cantt^ast, this band, located near 590 cm -1 , is quite weak in

the mid-infrared spectrum.

1n the region below 40f^ ^:m - ^ there should be 5 skeletal deformations
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as well as the 4 torsional vibrations. In the far infrared spectrum of

gaseous (CH 3 ) 3CPH 2 there are apparently two sharp Q branches at 352 cm^ l	'

and 346 cm^1 , also seen in the Raman spectrum of the gas. However,

this structure disappears upon condensation, and only a single, strong,

sharp band is seen in the solid phase spectra at 353 cm r1 . This band

has been assigned to v 21 (A 1 ), the CCC symmetric deformation, with the

346 cm-1 band assigned as a hat band. The other two CCC deformations,

v3$ and v20 (E), are assigned to the bands at 394 cm^ l and 389 cm-1,

respectively, in the Raman spectrum of the solid. The CCP deformational

modes, v3^ and v22 (E), have been assigned to the bands at 297 cm^ l and

295 cm^ l , respectively, in the Raman spectrum of the solid. The

anomalously low intensity of v38 , v2O , v3^ and v22 in the far infrared

spectrum of solid (CH 3 )CPH2 is possibly attributable to crystal effects.

Following the assignor%nts of Duria, et al., 7 for a series of t-butyl

compounds, the bands at 278 cm-1 , 273 cm-1 , and 248 cm_
1
 in the far

infrared spectrum of the solid have been assigned to the ^^^::thyl

torsional modes, v 23 , v40 (E} and v41 (A 2 ). The strong band systern

centered near 176 cm-1 in the far infrared spectrum of the gas is

undoubtedly due to the fundamental PH 2 torsion, v42 , and its hot bands.

This band becomes a single sharp band centered at 200 cm W1 upon

solidification.

DETERMINATION OF THE TORSIONAL, BARRIERS

In order to treat the problem of the barriers to internal rotation

of the methyl groups in t-butylphosphine, the assumption was made that,

so far as the methyl torsions are concerned, the molecule ^7as C3v

,j

^:
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symmetry. Li de and Mann l2 have expressed the internal potential energy

of such a system in a three dimensional Fourier expansion in terms of

3n^ 1 , 3n^ 2 , and 3n^ 3 , where ^^ is the internal rotation angle of the jth

top. If terms with n>1 are ignored, the potential energy becomes:
3

2V ^ Vg - V 1 ^	 cos 3^r i - V2 E	 cos 3c^ i c^s3^^ - V 3cas 3cp 1 cos 3^ 2 cos ^
i=1	 i>j

V E	 sin 3^. sin 3^. -^ V E	 cos 3^ sin 3^. sin 3^4 i 
>,7	 ^	 'l	 5 i ^J # k	 i	 ,7	 k

with the inclusion of the proper fcinetic energy terms, the torsional

frequencies are given in the harmonic approxir^^ation by:l2

where

The kinetic terms far the present case were obtained by averaging the

terms for each top, which were only slightly different. The results of

a calculation using this approximation are Shawn in Table IF for

both the solid phase and gas phase data. If the interaction constant

L is interpreted as a measure of the forces between hydrogen atoms on

different CH 3 groups, then the negative sign found far L indicates that

the net force is repulsive. Thus, the A2 - type motion, in which the

three tops move in phase, is more effective in keeping the hydrogen

atoms apart than the E torsion, where one top is out of phase. In vie ►

of the small value found far L, the cosine interaction terms are

probably negligible also and {2/9)K is a good approximation of the

total barrier.

it,,,

-:
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To determine the barrier to internal rotation of the PH 2 tap, a

computer program was used which is similar to one described by Lewis,

et a1. T ^ It is assumed that the torsional potential can be represented

as a Fourier cosine series in the internal rotation angle:

V(^J _ (Zn ) Vn(1--cosn^).

Since the potential function must be three--fold symmetric, only terms

where n=3 and 6 were used. The band centers of the l^-0 and 2^-fl

phosphino torsions were estimated from the observed far infrared

spectrum of the gaseous phase. At this point, the program was allowed

to iterate on the two potential constants, and a prediction made for

the location of the 3 + 2 transition using the resulting potential

fiunction. R slight change in the band contour at i52 c^ 1 had been

noted previously and coincided reasonably well with the prediction.

This band was then included in the program input and the potential

function re--evaluated. Thy calculated 4 f 3 transition splits by -3 cm^l

as the energy levels near the tap of the well, due to quantum

mechanical tunneliing. l4 Tl^is predicted transition roughly coincided

with another contour change seen at about 151 cm^ l ; however, this

transition was not included in the fit. The results of this calculation

are Shawn in Table III.

DISCUSSION

With regard to the vibrational assignment, several small points are

probably ambiguous, but overall it is felt that the given assignment is

quite reasonable. A vibrational study of the (CH 3 )^CPD2 isotope would

confirm the assignment of AH 2 deformations, and might clarify the

^,
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assignment of the skeletal deformations if vibrational coupling of these

modes is sufficient to cause an appreciable frequency shift.

The methyl barrier potential constants determined in this Vaork may

be compared with th^sse found by Durig, et a1., 7 far some similar

molecules observed in the solid state. The {2/9)K term far (CH3)3COH

of 4.13 kcal/mole goes to 4.41 local/mole in {CH 3 ) 3CSH, while the

(2/9)L terms are 0.44 and 0.49 kcal/male, respectively. In comparison,

the (2/9)K term far {CH 3 ) 3 Cl^il 2 , is 4.28 kcal/mole and 4.22 kcal/mole for

{CF1 3 ) 3CPH 2 , with the {2/9)L terms D.70 and 0.15 kcal/mole, respectively.

The general agreement in the magnitude of {2/9)K is reassuring; however,

the trends in the magnitude of (2/9)L for the amine and phosphine are

not clearly understood. The magnitude of the {2/9)L term is derived

from the frequency splitting of the pseudo-E torsional mode and the

pseudo--A 2 torsiona1 mode. Differing degrees o^ intermolecular effects

in the solid, such as hydrogen bonding, might be expected to produce

some variation in this interaction term, but 	 the trend should then

also be apparent in the {CH 3 ) 3COH -^ {CH 3 ) 3{._^ :,pries. Similar arguments

concerning lone pair effects or lengths of the tertiary carbon to

unique substituent bond should be evident in the (CH 3 ) 3COli -^ {CH3)3CSH

series,a^lso. The most probable explanation is that the methyl torsional

modes in (CH 3 ) 3Cl^fH Z are severly coupled with the amine torsional

vibration which falls be tween the two methyl torsional regions. Titus

the large interaction term seen for (CH 3 ) 3CNH 2 i5 due in part to

interactions of the methyl torsions with the NH Z torsion.

The barrier to internal rotation of the PH2 group in {CH3)3CPH2,

2.79 kcal/mole, i5 somewhat higher than that determined by Tsubai,
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et al., l ^ for {CH 3 } 3CNW 2 , 2.36 kcal/mole. The barrier for t-butyl-

phosphine is nearly a kilocalorie/mole ,higher than the barrier for

CH 3PH 2 , 11 determined to be 1.96 kcal/mole. 5imi1ar1y the barrier in

CH3NH2 is 1.95 kcal/mole. l6 From these results, one might infer that

electrostatic interactions of the PH bonds and phnspharus lone pair are

greater with CC bonds than with CH bonds, if these interactions are

predominantly repulsive.
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Table I	 Vibrationa3 Frequencies {cm 1 ) and their Assignments for t-Butylphosphine. a	.—_.

Infrared Rel. Infrared Rel. Raman Rea. Raman Rea. Raman Rel. Assignment
^ ,^^ gas Int. solid Int. gas -	 Int. €.iquid Int. Solid Int.

'^ ^ 2967 vs

^p ^ 2960 vs 2959 s,sh `--
'^ ^ 2954 vs

^ 2949 vs 2961 s p 2953 s p 2949 vvs

2946 vs,sh 2947 s,sh p 2935 s,sh p 2943 s,sh

2937 vs

2934 vs p 2925 vs p 2930 s,sh

2924 s vt•^2,vs,va,v5	 vC-H sym.

^24sV25,V26.V27 VC-!^ dSym.
291L m,sn

2892 s 2894 vvs

2906 s 2907 vvs p

2877 s 2818 s,sh

2857 vs 2863 S

2873 s 2875 vs p 2$65 vs p

2850 s,sh

27$5 m p 2767 m p 2769_ m 2vB?

2724 s p 2715 m p 2707 m 2v»?

2279 vvs 2293 vvs vza
2284 vP-H

2242 vvs 2293 vvs 2292 vvs p 2278 vvs v6

^	
,,	 _	

_	 _ .	 _



fable I	 (continued)

Infrared Rel. Infrared Rel. Raman Rel. Raman Rel. Raman Rel. Assignment

as Int. solid Int. as Int. Li uid Int. Solid Int. _,^

1473 yr v z y^ ^

1467 m,sh

^ ^

d
1476 s,sh 1463 m v,

^-

^ 146Z vs 1462 m,sh v30
^ SCH3 asym.

1450 w,brd 1458 w,brd dp?
dp?

1466 s 1457 s,sh 1457 s va

1456 s,sh 1442 m,sh 1445 w,brd 1442 s v9

1436 w,sh 1438 m,sh v^I

1370 s 136$ m,sh
vEo

1363 s,sh 1363 vw u13
SCH 3	sym.

1361 s,sh

1361 s 1361 vw,sh viz

1204 m 1211 w,sh 1205 w,sh 1211 S V33
v C _ C asym

1198 m 1192 m 1]99 m	 p 1192 m,brd	 p 1192 s viz

1192 m 1169 w 1192 m	 p 1173 w,sh	 p i170 w,sh v13 aCH,

1183 m 1184 w,sh "hflt" bands of v:z
1172 w 1173 w,sh

1D94 m 1D96 s 1089 vw,sh p 1092 vw vl,, pCH 3	..-

1D74 m 7074 m 1080 vw,brd	 p 1072 t,nV,brd	 p 1075 m vls pPHz Sic

1065 w,sh 1065 w,sh v34

1036 w,sh 1036 w,sh v3^

pCH31029 vw	 p 1029 vw	 p ,._.---r

1029 m 1D29 m 1032 w VE6

940 w 938 w 940 vw	 dp 93$ vw,brd dp 937 m vae



Infrared
as

Rel.
Int.

Infrared
as

Rel.
Int.

Table	 I

Raman	 Rel.
as	 Int.

{continued)

Raman	 Rel.
Li	 uid	 Int.

Raman
Saiid

Rel.
Tnt.

Assignment

834 m 834 w 835 m	 p 833 w p 83fi vs v „	 vC_ C sym.

826 s 815 m 825 tr	 dp 820 vw,sh dp: 818 m v3,	 dPHz twist

^^ 749 s 793 vs 800 s	 p 798 m p 745 m v,a	 dPH 2 wag

589b m 592 w 59D vs	 p 589 vs p 593 vs vi9	 vC-•P

344 +v 394 vw,sh v36	 SCCC asym.

^^ 'i 383b vw 382 vw,sh 386 vw,sh
^; i

" ^ 389 w 389 m vZO	 SCCC asym.^ y ^.

^',^^: 352 s 354 s 354 s	 p 354 m p 353 s v21	 dCCC sym.

34b m 347 w,sh p "hot" band of v2,

237 w,sh V39	 dCCP sym.

285 w 295 vw 287 vw,brd dp?

295 w v22	 SCCP asym.

278 s,sh 280 w,brd v23	 TCN3

266 w 272 vw,sh p? 276 w

273 s v4o	 TCN3

227 ti^ 248 w,brd 239 vvw,brd dp 248 vw v,,,	 ^CIi3

181 s 200 vs 172 vvtir,brd dp	 182 vvw,brd dp 194 vw v,,2	 TP}iz

171 s "hot"band of v,,Z

77

63

50 Lattice modes

42

32

aAbbreviations used:	 s, strong; m, medium; tir, weak; v, very; hrd, broad; sh, shoulder; p, polarized, dp, depolarized.

bThis and lower frequencies obtained from the far infrared spectra.

•:
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TABU II	 METHYL TORSIONAL FftEQiIENCIES AND POTENTIAL

CONSTANTS FOR T--Bl1TYLPFi05PHINE

Solid	 Gas

v E a (cm-1 )	 ^	 275.5	 f	 266

vA (cm-1 )	 248	 227

'	 F(cmYl)	 5.3558	 5.3559

F'(cm^ l )	 0.0278	 0.0278

2/9K(kcal/mole)	 4.22	 3.81

2/9L(kcal/mole)	 -0.15	 -0,20

a )	 '-2 (A' -^ A" )

^^



TABU III	 PNOSPHINO TORSIONAL FREQUENCIES

(cm-1 ) AND POTENTIAL CONSTANTS

i•re uenc
Transition	 ^ s.	 ca c.	 o s.-ca c.

1^-0	 181	 1.80.9	 0.1

2^-1	 172	 172.2	 -0.2

3^-2	 162	 161.8	 0.2

4t3^	 146.1	 4.y

^-3^	 (151}2	 149.1	 0.9

V 3 	976 ± 4b cm-1 ar 2.79 ± 0.01 kcal/mole

V6 	-25 ± 2 cm
-1 

or 0.07 ± 0.01. kcal/more

a) estimated

b) quoted error 1ii^^its reQresent one standard deviation

a

7

1
1

F

4:
'^

r _	

',
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F^GUR^ cApr^o^5

Figure 1	 Raman spectra of t-butylphosphine

A) gaseous

B) liquid

C) solid

Figure Z	 Mid-infrared spectra of t-butyiphosphine

A) gaseous, approximately 2 Corr sample pressure

B) gaseous, approximately 40 tort sample pressure

C) solid

D) solid, more sample deposited

Figure 3	 Far infrared spectra Jf t-5utylphosphine

A} gaseous, approximately 400 tort

f3) sol ida	^ s

:1

a) pronounced baseline "roil" is due to interference	 '^

fringes from the sample film
i

9
'^

<^

,:^	 ^'
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